THE ASIAN SCHOOL, DEHRADUN
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK FOR SUMMER VACATIONS 2011 FOR CLASS III

English : 1. Write one page of cursive writing everyday, 2. Write 10 lines on the following topics : (a) My Family, (b) The Sun, 3. Write any two poems on a chart paper with colourful pictures. Try and compose the poems of your own. 4. Converse in English with your family members and listen to English news daily.

Make only one note book for writing and the above mentioned compositions.

Supplementary Reader : Children to write review after reading. Read the book ‘Alice in the Wonderland’ and write about any two adventures that Alice had in wonderland. Stick pictures to make your task colourful and attractive.

Hindi : 1. लिखिए एक पन्ने का स्वर्ण, 2. विषय पर 10 रोल पेंस लिखिए।

Maths : Make a separate maths holiday homework notebook and attempt all the given questions in that note book.

Science : 1. Creative Art : (a) Make a family tree with photographs of 1st, 2nd and 3rd generation and make a photo frame out of it. (b) make a forest with dried leaves (colour them), sticks, flowers, animals (picture) mounted on a hard board, put a cellophane sheet on it to preserve it. [Label it]. (c) Make beautiful birds out of feathers mounted on a hard board. For eg Duck, peacock, Penguin, Wood pecker, Tailor bird.

Social Studies : 1. Roll nos. 1 to 13 : Make any craft item with waste material, decorate and shape it like some Egyptian crafts given on Pg . 61. Eg. You can use your old plastic bowls, colour it & decorate it like Egyptian bowl given on the pg 61. Make its lid with paper masche etc.

G.K. : Make charts of Seasonal festival and dances of the following states :

Computers : 1. Write five points which human beings can learn from a Computer, 2. List the names of objects which you are not supported to be taken in the Computer room, 3. Write ten uses of the Computer, 4. Draw / Stick pictures of Hardware and Software.
English: Each assignment is to be done in a separate Project file.
1. Sow a seed (any seed) in the soil water it regularly. Observe it weekly and record the developments in your own words. Also write a paragraph about your own feelings that how did you feel to see it grow into a small plant.
2. Draw at least six pictures and colour them beautifully. Write small articles or try to compose small poems based on each of the picture you have drawn.
3. Collect information about Ruskin Bond pictures, poems etc. Make a collage on ½ chart paper.
4. Make a comic out of any one of the popular Akbar Birbal stories. Drawings, pictures and the like can be used to make the comic attractive.

Hindi:
1. हरफ दिखाना, बिना बोले।
2. उत्साह इंग्लिश करो।
3. रिज़ को सामग्री पकड़े। उसे रिज़ के विभिन्न तरीक़ों में झोले।

Maths:
1. Note down the timing of your favourite shows on television and make different clocks showing their timings. The clocks should have to be made of cardboard with different faces like any cartoon character.
2. Note down the birth dates of your family members and write them in a scrap notebook using match stick or straws or any waste material (coils, paper bits, pencil shaving etc).

Science:
1. Make a project on egg laying animals with lots of pictures,
2. Make short note of Ch Adaptation in Animals and Reproduction in animals,
3. Make a model of endangered species: (a) penguin, (b) Using bottle, tissue paper, fevicol etc.

Social Studies: History:
1. Collect the pictures of Mughal emperors and stick them in order of scrap book and write five lines on each of them,
2. Write a biography on Shah Jahan in scrap book and stick some related pictures.

Geography:
1. Make a model of the map of India given on pg 39 of Geography book,
2. Write the new words if Ch 5, 6, 7 in the scrap book.

Computers:
1. Differentiate between Hardware and Software,
2. You must be reading the newspaper daily. Collect the prices of CDs, Keyboards, Printers, CPU, Mouse from the IT supplement which comes weekly with every newspaper. Make your own price list.
3. Make a scrapbook. Collect pictures of objects which signify speed, storage, accuracy, versatility, diligence and paste them in your scrap book. For example: Speed (Car, Aeroplane), Accuracy (Calculator, Computer).

G.K.:
Make dolls out of waste material.
Roll No. 1-10: Rajasthan, Roll No. 11-20: Jammu & Kashmir, Roll No. 21-30: Gujrat, Roll No. 31-40: Punjab, Roll No. 41-50: Assam

SUPW:
1. Make a wall hanging. Take a jute cloth of size 18” x 6” width. Take three pieces of Jute cloth of size 6” x 6”. Paste them on the bigger cloth (Jute) in the form of pockets with the help of fabric glue (strictly sticking should be done. No stiching). Decorate it with laces and do some creativity on it (drawing etc).
2. Make two Diwali drawings [any Medium colours]
THE ASIAN SCHOOL, DEHRADUN
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK FOR SUMMER VACATIONS 2011 FOR CLASS V

English : 1. Write an essay on the “Various uses of a Newspaper” (such as for news, as a cleaning material etc)
2. Make a magazine for children aged between 9-11 years. Choose an interesting name for your magazine. Make a colourful cover page. It must have an index. The magazine can comprise of 15-20 pages. Any four-five topics can be chosen out of those listed below –
   (a) Current affairs, (b) An interview of an important personality, (c) Health, (d) Recipes, (e) Amazing facts, (f) Description of a historical place, (g) Nutrition, (h) Jokes, (i) Sports, (j) Article making (step by step demonstration through drawings)
3. On half a sheet of chart paper, make a collage based on advertisements of health products. Give it a suitable title.
4. From your word for the day notebook, choose any 20 words and make sentences with them.
5. Do a paragraph of handwriting everyday.
   “The Chronicles of Narnia” [Book I]. Read the novel and write a review on it.
   Note : Please make your home work as creative and colourful as possible.

Hindi : 1. एक एस्प्रेस, द इंडियन इंजी, एक डिजी
2. ई, आ, धिल, ती, जी
3. लाइफ, लिव, लाइफ, लाइफ, लाइफ

Maths : 1. Collect Indian Coins of different years (min 5 years, max 10 years) & stick them on drawing sheets also write their respective years in Roman Numerals.
2. Draw shapes of circle, sphere, square, rectangle, cube, cuboid, cylinder & cone, using waste material like match stick, straw, coloured thread, pencil shavings etc or any other thing.

Science : 1. Stick 3 types of Kharif and Rabi crops in a scrap book
   2. (a) Roll no. 1-10 : Make a chart of different body system, their organs and their functions given on page no. 25.
      (b) Roll no. 11-20 : Make a chart of Vitamins and Minerals and deficiency diseases given on page no. 46.
      (c) Roll no. 21-33 : Make a chart of “The Skeleton” and label it given on page no. 26.
3. Write what you eat at different meals everyday for a week and find out what nutrients are present in each food item.
4. Make the skeleton of a frog using silver foil or cotton and stick it on card board or thermocoll covered with black sheet.

Social Studies : History : 1. Collect the pictures of freedom fighters and write five lines on each them in a scrap book.
2. Write a biography on Mother Teresa and stick some pictures in the scrap book.

Geography : 1. Collect the different types of soil it in small pouches and write the details of each in a scrap book.
2. Collect pictures of different types of plants and animals found in deserts. Paste them in a scrap book.

Computers : 1. Write a short note and stick pictures for the same : Charles Babbage, Lady Ada Lovelace, Herman Hollerith, Blaise Pascal, 2. Differentiate between RAM and ROM, 3. Write the full form of following acronyms : CD-ROM, ROM, RAM, PROM, EPROM, EEPROM

G.K : Make dresses (traditional) of the following states :
   Roll No. 1-10 : Rajasthan, Roll no. 11-20 : Jammu and Kashmir, Roll No. 21-30 : Gujrat, Roll No. 31-40 : Punjab

SUPW : 1. Take a plane cushion cover or pillow cover. Cut some flowers or any other shape from a different rough cloth [with the help of parent]. Stick them in a pattern on the cushion cover. Outline it with laces.
2. Make two handkerchiefs by fabric painting [take simple designs like leaf, flower, cartoons etc]